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A BH candidate in 47 Tuc 3

a possible intermediate-mass black hole (IMBH) at the cluster cen-
tre. After stacking both frequency bands to reach a noise level of
13.3µJy beam�1, they detected no source brighter than 3� within
the central 1000⇥1000 of the cluster, giving a 3� upper limit on the
mass of any IMBH of 520–4900M�. A similar IMBH limit was
found by McLaughlin et al. (2006), who used the cluster velocity
dispersion profile to place a 1� upper limit of 1500M� on the mass
of any IMBH, so the evidence for such an object is not compelling.

In this paper, we combine the archival observations of Lu &
Kong (2011) with new ATCA data to make the deepest radio im-
age of 47 Tuc to date. We report the discovery of a flat-spectrum
radio source within the cluster core that is an astrometric match to
the known bright X-ray source X9 (Hertz & Grindlay 1983; Au-
riere, Koch-Miramond & Ortolani 1989). In light of its inferred ra-
dio luminosity, we suggest that the source is a quiescent BH, rather
than a cataclysmic variable (CV), as had been previously inferred
(Paresce, de Marchi & Ferraro 1992; Grindlay et al. 2001; Knigge
et al. 2008).

In Sections 2 and 3, we describe our radio observations and
results. We discuss previous observations of X9 in Section 4, com-
paring the source properties to those of various classes of accreting
compact object. We discuss the possible nature of the system in
Section 5, review the sample of GCs hosting BH candidates in Sec-
tion 6, and present our conclusions in Section 7.

2 OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

2.1 ATCA data

We observed the globular cluster 47 Tuc with the ATCA on 2013
November 12th, from 08:06–17:52 UT (MJD 56608.54 ± 0.20),
achieving an on-source integration time of 8.7 hr. Using the Com-
pact Array Broadband Backend (CABB), we observed simultane-
ously in two bands, with central frequencies of 5.5 and 9.0 GHz,
each with a bandwidth of 2048 MHz. The array was in its extended
6A configuration, with a maximum baseline of 5.939 km. We used
B1934-638 as both a bandpass calibrator and to set the flux density
scale, and B2353-686 as the secondary calibrator to set the ampli-
tude and phase gains.

We reduced the data for each frequency band separately,
performing external gain calibration in Miriad (Sault, Teuben
& Wright 1995) using standard procedures. We then frequency-
averaged the calibrated data and imported them into the Common
Astronomy Software Application (CASA; McMullin et al. 2007)
for imaging. Imaging was carried out using Briggs weighting with
a robust parameter of 1, which provided a good compromise be-
tween sensitivity and resolution, as well as suppressing the side-
lobes of the dirty beam. Our final image sensitivities of 5.7 and
6.4µJy beam�1 at 5.5 and 9.0 GHz, respectively, were close to the
theoretical thermal noise levels. The final source fluxes and posi-
tions were measured in the image plane using the JMFIT algorithm
within the Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS; Greisen
2003).

2.2 Archival ATCA data

To improve the significance of our detections, we combined our
data with the archival ATCA data taken in the same array configu-
ration by Lu & Kong (2011) on 2010 January 24–25 (summarised
briefly in Section 1.2). Our re-analysis of these data allowed us
to reduce the noise levels in the 5.5 and 9.0 GHz images to the
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Figure 1. 5.5-GHz ATCA image of the core of 47 Tuc. The red cross de-
notes the cluster centre, the red circle shows the 24

00 core radius, and the
thick orange circle highlights our detection of X9.

theoretically-expected limits of 6.7 and 9.8µJy beam�1, respec-
tively. Despite the longer on-source integration times, these obser-
vations were less sensitive than those from 2013 (Section 2.1) be-
cause the older data were taken prior to the installation of the new,
more sensitive 4-cm receivers at the ATCA.

3 RESULTS

After stacking both the new and archival ATCA data in the
uv-plane, our resulting images reached rms noise levels of
4.4µJy beam�1 at 5.5 GHz and 5.7µJy beam�1 at 9.0 GHz. The
final images at 5.5 and 9.0 GHz had resolutions of 2.003 ⇥ 1.007 in
P.A. 18�, and 1.005⇥ 1.001 in P.A. 28�, respectively.

3.1 A radio counterpart to X9/W42

The brightest radio source within the 2400 core radius of the cluster
at both frequencies (Fig. 1) is coincident with the second brightest
hard X-ray source in the cluster (see Fig. 2), denoted as source X9
in the ROSAT catalogue of Hasinger, Johnston & Verbunt (1994),
and W42 in the Chandra catalogues of Grindlay et al. (2001) and
Heinke et al. (2005a). We summarise in Table 1 the measured ra-
dio brightness of the source in each observation. Using the stacked
image, a point source fit to the radio source position in the image
plane using the AIPS task JMFIT gave a J2000 position of

R.A. = 00h24m04.s264± 0.s016

Dec. = �72�04m58.0009± 0.0010.

Our fitted peak flux densities for X9 in the stacked data were
42± 4µJy beam�1 at 5.5 GHz and 35± 6µJy beam�1 at 9.0 GHz.
We therefore derive a radio spectral index of ↵ = �0.4 ± 0.4
and a 5.5-GHz radio luminosity of 5.8 ⇥ 1027 erg s�1. Here, and
throughout this paper, we define radio luminosity by assuming a flat
radio spectrum up to the observing frequency (i.e. Lr = 4⇡d2⌫S⌫ ,
where d is the source distance, ⌫ is the observing frequency, and S⌫

is the observed flux density). No circular polarisation was detected
from the source in either of the individual epochs, with the best 5�
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In NBODY6, the orbital evolution of compact binaries
is also considered when the binary is inside a hierarchy. Thus
a tight BH binary will continue to shrink even if it acquires
an outer member forming a hierarchical triple, which can
often happen due to the strong focussing effect of BH bi-
naries. Also, energy removal due to GW (bursts) during a
close hyperbolic passage between two BHs is considered in
the code.

Numerical simulations of BH-BH mergers (see Hughes
2009 for an excellent review) indicate that for unequal-mass
BHs or even for equal-mass BHs with unequal spins, the
merged BH product acquires a velocity-kick of typically 100
km s−1 or more due to an asymmetry in momentum out-
flow from the system, associated with the GW emission.
Although we consider equal-mass BHs, the merger kicks as-
sociated with the inequality of the spins of the merging BHs
would be generally sufficient to eject merged BHs from the
cluster. Therefore, in our simulations we provide an arbi-
trarily large kick of 150 km s−1 immediately after a BH-BH
merger, to make sure that the merged BH escapes.

2.2 Computations

To study the rate of BH-BH mergers coming from a star
cluster, we perform simulations of isolated star clusters with
single low-mass stars and BHs as mentioned above. The for-
mation of the BH-core through mass segregation and its dy-
namics remain largely unaffected by the presence of a tidal
field, which mainly affects stars near the tidal boundary.
While the enhanced removal of stars accelerates the core-
collapse of the cluster (see e.g., Spitzer 1987, Ch. 3), the
latter is more strongly enhanced by the collapse of the BHs
themselves (∼ 100 Myr timescale, see below), so that the
effect of any tidal field is only second-order. Hence, isolated
clusters are good enough for our purposes. Further, for sim-
plicity, we do not take into account primordial binaries in
this initial study. The primordial binary fraction in GCs
and their period distribution is still widely debated (Ash-
man & Zepf 1998; Bellazzini et al. 2002; Sommariva et al.
2009). The presence of a primordial binary population can
however significantly influence the dynamics of stellar-mass
BHs which we defer for a future more detailed study.

For solar-like metallicity, Eggleton’s stellar evolution
model (Eggleton, Fitchett & Tout (1989), adapted in
NBODY6) gives about NBH ≈ 200 BHs for a cluster with
N = 105 stars following a Kroupa IMF (Kroupa 2001). The
above NBH (or its proportion with N) is thus an upper limit
to the number of BHs in a GC that corresponds to a full re-
tention (i.e., no or low natal kicks for all BHs).

We perform 2 simulations with N = 4.5 × 104 and
NBH = 80, 2 runs with N = 6.5 × 104, NBH = 110, i.e.,
about full BH-retention. Two of the above runs are repeated
with half the above NBHs. Also, one run with N = 5 × 104

and excess NBH = 200, appropriate for a top-heavy IMF has
been performed. Finally, we do 2 runs with N = 105 with
NBH = 80 (about 50% retention fraction) and 200 (full re-
tention). All the clusters consist of low-mass stars between
0.5M⊙ ! m ! 1.0M⊙ with a Kroupa IMF and the BHs have
MBH = 10M⊙, as discussed in detail in the beginning of the
section.

In addition to these systems, we also study stellar-mass
BHs in clusters with smaller N representing open clusters,
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Figure 2. Typical example of the mass segregation of BHs.
Shown is the radial position R vs. time t (top panel) of all BHs for
model C50K80 of Table 1. Each of the points represents a BH.
The BHs segregate within 50 Myr during which NBH remains
unchanged (bottom panel). As the BH sub-cluster becomes dense
enough that BH-BH binary formation takes place through 3-body
encounters, BHs and BH binaries are ejected from the BH-core
and NBH starts to decrease.

in order to estimate the lower-limit in cluster mass for the
occurrence of BH-BH mergers. We perform 10 runs with
N = 5×103, N = 104 and N = 2.5×104 each with full BH-
retention (i.e., NBH = 12, 20 and 50 respectively). Results
of all our runs are summarized in Table 1.

2.3 Simulation of a GC core: reflective boundary

We also perform simulations with a smaller number of stars
and BHs that are confined within a reflecting spherical
boundary. With such a dynamical system one can mimic
the core of a massive cluster, where the BHs are concen-
trated after mass segregation. The advantage of this ap-
proach is that one can simulate the evolution of a massive
cluster with much fewer stars. We simulate N = 3000−4000
stars packed within 0.4 pc. This provides a stellar density
of ∼ 104M⊙ pc−3, appropriate for the core-density of a
massive cluster. The initial BH population is taken to be
NBH ≈ 100 or 200, representing half or full BH-retention
respectively, of a N = 105 star cluster. In this way, the sim-
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Figure 2. Typical example of the mass segregation of BHs.
Shown is the radial position R vs. time t (top panel) of all BHs for
model C50K80 of Table 1. Each of the points represents a BH.
The BHs segregate within 50 Myr during which NBH remains
unchanged (bottom panel). As the BH sub-cluster becomes dense
enough that BH-BH binary formation takes place through 3-body
encounters, BHs and BH binaries are ejected from the BH-core
and NBH starts to decrease.

in order to estimate the lower-limit in cluster mass for the
occurrence of BH-BH mergers. We perform 10 runs with
N = 5×103, N = 104 and N = 2.5×104 each with full BH-
retention (i.e., NBH = 12, 20 and 50 respectively). Results
of all our runs are summarized in Table 1.

2.3 Simulation of a GC core: reflective boundary

We also perform simulations with a smaller number of stars
and BHs that are confined within a reflecting spherical
boundary. With such a dynamical system one can mimic
the core of a massive cluster, where the BHs are concen-
trated after mass segregation. The advantage of this ap-
proach is that one can simulate the evolution of a massive
cluster with much fewer stars. We simulate N = 3000−4000
stars packed within 0.4 pc. This provides a stellar density
of ∼ 104M⊙ pc−3, appropriate for the core-density of a
massive cluster. The initial BH population is taken to be
NBH ≈ 100 or 200, representing half or full BH-retention
respectively, of a N = 105 star cluster. In this way, the sim-
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Figure 6. Top: Distribution of the merger times tmrg for BH
binary mergers within the cluster for the models of Table 1. Bot-

tom: Distribution of the merger times tmrg for escaped BH bi-
naries for the models of Table 1 (see text).

strongly decrease with cluster-mass as Table 1 indicates.
For Mcl ! 1.5 × 104M⊙, mergers already become much
rarer (see Table 1). Due to the statistical nature of merger
or ejection events it is ambiguous to set any well-defined
limit on the cluster-mass beyond which these events become
appreciable (such an estimate would also require a much
larger number of N-body integrations). In view of our re-
sults, Mcl ≈ 3 × 104M⊙ is a representative lower limit be-
yond which an appreciable number of mergers and escapers
merging within a Hubble time can be obtained.

Old globular clusters, which can be about 10 times or
more massive, are expected to produce mergers or escapers
more efficiently. As the timescale of depletion of BHs from
the BH cluster is nearly independent of the parent cluster
mass (see Sec. 3.3), GCs can also be expected to produce
BH-BH mergers over similar time-span as the IMCs, i.e.,
within the first few Gyr of evolution. Since GCs are typ-
ically much older (∼ 10 Gyr), they do not contribute sig-
nificantly to the present-day merger rate, since most of the
mergers from them would have occurred earlier. Consider-
ing the light-travel time of ≈ 4.5 Gyr from the maximum
distance D ≈ 1500 Mpc form which these BH-BH binaries
can be detected by “AdLIGO”(see below), only GCs close
to the above distance could contribute detectable events,
mostly from escaped BH-BH binaries.

On the other hand, young massive clusters with ages less
than 50 Myr, representing star clusters near the high-mass
end of the ICMF (Larsen 2009b), are generally too young
to produce BH-BH mergers. All models in Table 1 produce
mergers significantly later than this age (except one escaped
BH binary in each of the models C65K110 and C100K200).
Hence, IMCs seem to be most likely candidates for producing
observable BH-BH mergers dynamically.

4.1 Detection rate

We now make an estimate of the BH-BH merger detec-
tion rate from IMCs by ground-based GW observatories
like LIGO and AdLIGO. In estimating the overall BH-BH
merger rate using the results of our model clusters, one needs
to consider the distribution of the cluster parameters that
are varied over the models, viz., cluster mass, half-mass ra-
dius, and BH retention fraction. Such distributions are far
from being well determined, except for the mass distribu-
tion for young clusters in spiral and starburst galaxies (Bik
et al. 2003; Bastian & Lamers 2003; Gieles 2004). Therefore,
determination of an overall merger rate considering the dis-
tribution of our computed clusters can be ambiguous. Hence,
as a useful alternative, we determine the BH binary merger
detection rates for each of the cluster models in Table 1 that
gives an appreciable number of mergers, for a representative
density of IMCs. Such an approach has been considered by
earlier authors, e.g., O’Leary et.al (2006) and can provide a
reasonable idea of the rate of detection of BH-BH mergers
from IMCs.

As an estimate of the space density of IMCs, we adopt
that for young populous clusters in Portegies Zwart &
McMillan (2000), which has a similar mass-range as the
IMCs:

ρcl = 3.5 h3 Mpc−3, (4)

where h is the Hubble parameter, defined as H0/100 km s−1,
H0 being the Hubble constant (Peebles 1993). The above
space density has been derived from the space densities
of spiral, blue elliptical and starburst galaxies (Heyl et al.
1997) assuming that young populous clusters have the same
specific frequencies (SN ) as old GCs (van den Bergh 1995;
McLaughlin 1999), but in absence of any firm determination
of the SN s of the former. We compute the detection rate for
each model cluster assuming that it has a space density of
the above value.

The LIGO/AdLIGO detection rate of BH-BH mergers
from a particular model cluster can be estimated from (Bel-
czynski et al. 2007 and references therein)

RLIGO =
4
3
πD3ρclRmrg, (5)

where Rmrg is the compact binary merger rate from a cluster
and D is the maximum distance from which the emitted GW
from a compact-binary inspiral can be detected. D is given
by

D = D0

(

Mch

Mch,nsns

)5/6

, (6)

where D0 = 18.4 and 300 Mpc for LIGO and AdLIGO re-
spectively. The quantity Mch is the “chirp mass” of the com-
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Approx. 20 - 40 dynamically-induced BH-BH mergers per 
year over 1 Gpc radius, i.e., 5 - 10                    - consistent with 
recent (Monte Carlo) studies (e.g. Rodriguez et al. arXiv:
1602.02444)

Incomplete estimation - only old globular cluster type systems 
considered. Younger (less massive) systems can potentially boost 
dynamical BH-BH merger rate. 

Lower metallicity (more massive BH) would also boost 
dynamical binary-BH production. Work in progress…
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limit on the cluster-mass beyond which these events become
appreciable (such an estimate would also require a much
larger number of N-body integrations). In view of our re-
sults, Mcl ≈ 3 × 104M⊙ is a representative lower limit be-
yond which an appreciable number of mergers and escapers
merging within a Hubble time can be obtained.

Old globular clusters, which can be about 10 times or
more massive, are expected to produce mergers or escapers
more efficiently. As the timescale of depletion of BHs from
the BH cluster is nearly independent of the parent cluster
mass (see Sec. 3.3), GCs can also be expected to produce
BH-BH mergers over similar time-span as the IMCs, i.e.,
within the first few Gyr of evolution. Since GCs are typ-
ically much older (∼ 10 Gyr), they do not contribute sig-
nificantly to the present-day merger rate, since most of the
mergers from them would have occurred earlier. Consider-
ing the light-travel time of ≈ 4.5 Gyr from the maximum
distance D ≈ 1500 Mpc form which these BH-BH binaries
can be detected by “AdLIGO”(see below), only GCs close
to the above distance could contribute detectable events,
mostly from escaped BH-BH binaries.

On the other hand, young massive clusters with ages less
than 50 Myr, representing star clusters near the high-mass
end of the ICMF (Larsen 2009b), are generally too young
to produce BH-BH mergers. All models in Table 1 produce
mergers significantly later than this age (except one escaped
BH binary in each of the models C65K110 and C100K200).
Hence, IMCs seem to be most likely candidates for producing
observable BH-BH mergers dynamically.

4.1 Detection rate

We now make an estimate of the BH-BH merger detec-
tion rate from IMCs by ground-based GW observatories
like LIGO and AdLIGO. In estimating the overall BH-BH
merger rate using the results of our model clusters, one needs
to consider the distribution of the cluster parameters that
are varied over the models, viz., cluster mass, half-mass ra-
dius, and BH retention fraction. Such distributions are far
from being well determined, except for the mass distribu-
tion for young clusters in spiral and starburst galaxies (Bik
et al. 2003; Bastian & Lamers 2003; Gieles 2004). Therefore,
determination of an overall merger rate considering the dis-
tribution of our computed clusters can be ambiguous. Hence,
as a useful alternative, we determine the BH binary merger
detection rates for each of the cluster models in Table 1 that
gives an appreciable number of mergers, for a representative
density of IMCs. Such an approach has been considered by
earlier authors, e.g., O’Leary et.al (2006) and can provide a
reasonable idea of the rate of detection of BH-BH mergers
from IMCs.

As an estimate of the space density of IMCs, we adopt
that for young populous clusters in Portegies Zwart &
McMillan (2000), which has a similar mass-range as the
IMCs:

ρcl = 3.5 h3 Mpc−3, (4)

where h is the Hubble parameter, defined as H0/100 km s−1,
H0 being the Hubble constant (Peebles 1993). The above
space density has been derived from the space densities
of spiral, blue elliptical and starburst galaxies (Heyl et al.
1997) assuming that young populous clusters have the same
specific frequencies (SN ) as old GCs (van den Bergh 1995;
McLaughlin 1999), but in absence of any firm determination
of the SN s of the former. We compute the detection rate for
each model cluster assuming that it has a space density of
the above value.

The LIGO/AdLIGO detection rate of BH-BH mergers
from a particular model cluster can be estimated from (Bel-
czynski et al. 2007 and references therein)

RLIGO =
4
3
πD3ρclRmrg, (5)

where Rmrg is the compact binary merger rate from a cluster
and D is the maximum distance from which the emitted GW
from a compact-binary inspiral can be detected. D is given
by

D = D0

(

Mch

Mch,nsns

)5/6

, (6)

where D0 = 18.4 and 300 Mpc for LIGO and AdLIGO re-
spectively. The quantity Mch is the “chirp mass” of the com-

c⃝ 2009 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–11

[Banerjee et al. (2010), MNRAS, 402, 371]



Belczynski et al. 2010,  ApJ, 714, 1217 wind …

• Vink et al. (2010) main-sequence winds for O-type stars — 
depends on metallicity, weak for low-Z stars

• Weaker LBV winds

• Implosion (failed supernova) to black hole  for                Fe-core 
=> low (zero) BH natal kicks

• NSs formed from electron-capture supernovae (of                 ) 
have low (zero) natal kicks

• Recently implemented in NBODY6/7
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Table 1: Summary of new calculations with NBODY7.

Mcl(0)/M� rh(0)/pc Z/Z� N
mrg,in N

mrg,out

5.0⇥ 10

4

2.0 0.05 1 (24.3M� + 17.7M�) 1 (26.0M� + 42.8M�)

5.0⇥ 10

4

2.0 0.25 1 (34.5M� + 22.7M�) 0

5.0⇥ 10

4

2.0 1.00 3 (9.0M� + 7.5M�) 0

(10.6M� + 9.4M�)

(9.1M� + 9.0M�)

3.0⇥ 10

4

2.0 0.05 1 (38.1M� + 25.9M�) 2 (25.7M� + 13.8M�)

(23.6M� + 22.3M�)

3.0⇥ 10

4

2.0 0.25 0 2 (35.2M� + 20.3M�)

(15.7M� + 12.2M�)

3.0⇥ 10

4

2.0 1.00 1 (10.6M� + 9.0M�) 0

1.5⇥ 10

4

2.0 0.05 1 (49.4M� + 30.9M�) 0

1.5⇥ 10

4

1.0 0.25 0 0

1.0⇥ 10

4

2.0 0.05 0 0

1.0⇥ 10

4

1.0 0.05 1 (43.6M� + 34.5M�) 0

1.0⇥ 10

4

1.0 0.25 0 0

0.7⇥ 10

4

1.0 0.05 0 0

1

New model calculations: from young age until Hubble time

Varying metallicity, solar-neighbourhood-like external field



Mcl(0) � 3� 104; rh(0) � 2 pc
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Escaped BH-BH binaries: all models
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Figure 11. Top panels: the Mtots of the in-cluster (triple-mediated; left) and the ejected (right) BBH coalescences against their
corresponding tmrgs, for all the computed models in Table. 1. The colour-coding is according to the parent model cluster’s Z (vertical
colour bar). Bottom panels: the above BBHs plotted with their mass ratios in the Y-axis. In all the panels, the ranges in the Y-axis
corresponding to the detected BBH coalescence events are indicated by the horizontal lines.

studies, the dominance of a single BH pair would no more be
energetically favourable, which would reverse the situation.
To understand the role of (triple-induced) BBH coalescences
within the cluster, it is necessary to do N-body calculations
as in here in larger numbers and with even higher Mcl(0),
which is planned for the near future (see also Kimpson et al.
2016 in this context).

The filled squares in Fig. 9 indicate the mass ratios
(qs) of the ejected BBHs from all the models computed here
against their respective ejection times (tejs), which symbols
are colour-coded according to their total masses, Mtot. The
qs corresponding to the in-cluster and after-ejection BBH
coalescences are highlighted (by filled and empty triangles
respectively) at the times, tmrg, of their occurrences (there-
fore, for the ejected BBH coalescences, tmrg ⌘ tej + ⌧mrg). As
already indicated by Fig. 8 (bottom panel), most ejected
BBHs and all BBH coalescences have q > 0.5. In-cluster co-
alescences can happen from as early as tmrg ⇠ 100 Myr until
⇠ 10 Gyr; more massive of those (60M� . Mtot . 80M�) typi-
cally happening within t . 1 Gyr. On the other hand, in the
present sample, all coalescences among the ejected BBHs
happen after t & 1 Gyr (including their tejs). Note that the
latter conclusion can be an artefact of the low number of
(only 4) ejected coalescences within the Hubble time (see
Fig. 9); single BHs and BBHs begin to get ejected as soon
as the central BH sub-cluster becomes concentrated enough

that three-body binaries start forming in them (see Sec. 1;
this is also when the contraction of the BH sub-population
stalls, see, e.g., Fig. 6), from t ⇠ 100 Myr.

3.2.1 Comparison with the detected binary black hole
coalescences

It would undoubtedly be useful to compare the LIGO-
detected events with the BBH mergers from the present
set of computations. Fig. 10 plots the Mtots of the ejected
BHHs vs. their tejs for the Mcl(0) ⇡ 3⇥ 104M�, rh(0) ⇡ 2 pc,

Z = 0.05Z� model (top panel) and the Mcl(0) ⇡ 5⇥ 104M�,
rh(0)⇡ 2 pc, Z = Z� model (bottom panel). The ejected BBHs
with ⌧mrg < 13.7 Gyr are indicated (blue arrows) and as
well any coalescences within the clusters (orange arrows).
Remarkably, two mergers in the Mcl(0) ⇡ 3⇥ 104M� cluster
resemble the events GW150914 and LVT151012, both in
terms of their Mtots and also in individual component masses
(Sec. 1 and references therein).

The Mcl(0) ⇡ 5⇥ 104M� run is also remarkable in the
sense that it has produced 3 BBH coalescences, all within
the cluster and between 5 . t . 8 Gyr, when nearly 3/4th of
its initially-retained BHs have already escaped (see Fig. 3,
lower-right panel). All the mergers are of GW151226-type,
in terms of their Mtots. This particular calculation is unique
among the set in this study, where the lower mass ⇡ 10M�
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corresponding tejs for the computed model with Mcl(0)⇡ 3⇥104 M�,
rh(0) ⇡ 2 pc, Z = 0.05Z�. The ejected BBHs with ⌧mrg  13.7 Gyr are
indicated by the blue arrows and the BBH coalescence within the
cluster is indicated by an orange arrow; c.f. Table. 1. The BBH
coalescences, that resemble the LIGO-detected ones (see Sec. 1)
in terms of their component masses, are indicated. Bottom: same
as the top panel but for the model with Mcl(0)⇡ 5⇥104 M�, rh(0)⇡ 2
pc, Z = Z�. All the BBH coalescences occur within the cluster, in
this particular model; c.f. Table. 1.

ejected dynamically when the central density is increased,
as the cluster approached core collapse, although such com-
plete depletion of BHs is generally unlikely; see Fig. 2).
However, the total number of ejected BBHs per cluster is
much smaller than that is typical for more massive Monte-
Carlo based models (see Sec. 1 and references therein), as
expected. Fig. 8 gives the distributions of orbital period, P,
eccentricity, e, and mass ratio, q, for the escaped BBHs from
all computed models combined. The majority of these BBHs
have P ⇠ 104 � 105 days7. As characteristic of dynamically
ejected binaries (via close encounters), the ejected BBHs are
generally of high eccentricity, with the e-distribution peaked

7 The majority of the ejected BBHs are from the Mcl(0)⇡ 3⇥104 M�
and 5⇥104 M� clusters and hence the P-distribution and, particu-
larly, its peak are more of the characteristics of the ejected BBHs
from these clusters. Lower-mass clusters would generally eject
wider BBHs and vice versa. The low number of ejected BBHs
per cluster here makes the comparison among the BBH distribu-
tions corresponding to di↵erent Mcl(0)s and Zs less meaningful,
which is otherwise advisable.

beyond e > 0.8. The mass ratios of the ejected BBHs are typ-
ically of q > 0.5, with the q-distribution function increasing
towards q= 1. This feature of the q-distribution is a signature
of the dynamical formation of the BBHs within the cluster
before getting ejected, in which process the pairing of BHs
of comparable masses is energetically favourable.

Except for the least massive ones, all cluster models
computed here have produced BBHs that coalesce within a
Hubble time (beginning from the clusters’ zero age) due to
GW emission, either still being bound to the cluster (which
would typically occur due to Kozai mechanism in BH-triples;
see Sec. 1) or being among the escaped BBHs. The second-
last column in Table. 1 shows the number, Nmrg,in, of BBH
coalescences that occurred within each of the model clusters
and also the corresponding component BH masses. The fi-
nal column in Table. 1 gives, for each model, the number
of ejected BBHs, Nmrg,out, and their component masses, that
have GW merger time, ⌧mrg < 13.7 Gyr (Hubble time), at the
time of ejection. Note that the bound-to-the-cluster coales-
cences happen in the computations on the fly (see Sec. 2.1),
whereas, for the BBHs ejected from the clusters, the cor-
responding ⌧mrgs are estimated using the standard orbit-
averaged GW-shrinkage formula by Peters (1964).

An interesting fact, that immediately becomes appar-
ent from Table 1, is that, in general, Nmrg,in > Nmrg,out, for

models with Mcl(0) > 104M�. In other words, YMCs and
their derivative open clusters (as they evolve), are inher-
ently more e�cient in producing in-cluster, triple-mediated
BBH coalescences than through ejecting BBHs. This is in
contrast to what Monte-Carlo calculations of much more
massive systems but with similar model ingredients find (see,
e.g., Morscher et al. 2015; Rodriguez et al. 2016a; Chatter-
jee et al. 2016a). This di↵erence could be due to artefacts
in the Monte-Carlo treatment itself, especially how multi-
ple systems are treated there. On the other hand, this could
as well be characteristic of the lower-mass systems that is
dealt with here; because of lower density of stars and BHs
in the present models, the dynamically-formed triples can
last unperturbed for longer time, giving higher chance to
their inner binaries to merge via Kozai oscillations. This
becomes further apparent from the fact that for the mod-
els with Mcl(0)  1.5⇥ 104M�, BBH coalescences occur only
within the clusters (c.f. Table. 1).

Interestingly, such prominence of in-cluster BBH coa-
lescences, as seen here, also contrasts the results obtained
from earlier direct N-body calculations of models of similar
mass and size containing ⇡ 10M� BHs, where the escaped
BBH coalescences typically dominated over the in-cluster
ones; see, e.g., Banerjee et al. (2010). This is likely to be the
result of a much broader BH mass distribution in the present
models. The most massive couple of BHs would favourably
become binary pair within the dense BH-core which would
tend to prevent less massive BHs to pair, and would eject
them preferably as singles via super-elastic scattering. This
would suppress the number of ejected BBHs for a given (ini-
tial) mass and size of the cluster, and hence the coalescences
among them. At the same time, the“bully”BH-binary, which
would typically be the most massive object in the system,
would be harder to eject dynamically, giving it enhanced
opportunity to coalesce (or induce coalescence), if at all,
within the cluster. In contrast, in a BH-core comprising of
equal-mass or nearly equal-mass BHs, as in several previous
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Figure 5. Left: The time evolution of the fraction of BHs bound to the cluster as a function of Z, for the computed models with
Mcl(0) ⇡ 5⇥ 104 M�, rh(0) ⇡ 2 pc. Right: The time evolution of the fraction of BHs bound to the cluster as a function of Mcl(0), for
computed models with Z = 0.05Z� and rh(0) ⇡ 2 pc (see Table 1).

Table 1. Summary of the model stellar clusters in this work, whose evolutions are computed using NBODY7 . The columns from left to
right respectively denote: (a) initial mass, Mcl(0), of the model cluster, (b) initial half-mass radius, rh(0), (c) metallicity, Z, (d) number of
(triple-mediated) binary black hole (BBH) coalescences, Nmrg,in, that occurred within the clusters, (e) number of BBH coalescences (in
BBHs ejected from the clusters), Nmrg,out, that occurred outside the clusters within the Hubble time. For the BBHs that have undergone
coalescence, the masses of the corresponding binary members are indicated in parentheses in the columns (d) and (e).

Mcl(0)/M� rh(0)/pc Z/Z� Nmrg,in Nmrg,out

5.0⇥104 2.0 0.05 1 (24.3M� +17.7M�) 1 (26.0M� +42.8M�)

5.0⇥104 2.0 0.25 1 (34.5M� +22.7M�) 0

5.0⇥104 2.0 1.00 3 (9.0M� +7.5M�) 0
(10.6M� +9.4M�)
(9.1M� +9.0M�)

3.0⇥104 2.0 0.05 1 (38.1M� +25.9M�) 2 (25.7M� +13.8M�)
(23.6M� +22.3M�)

3.0⇥104 2.0 0.25 0 2 (35.2M� +20.3M�)
(15.7M� +12.2M�)

3.0⇥104 2.0 1.00 1 (10.6M� +9.0M�) 0

1.5⇥104 2.0 0.05 1 (49.4M� +30.9M�) 0
1.5⇥104 1.0 0.25 0 0

1.0⇥104 2.0 0.05 0 0
1.0⇥104 1.0 0.05 1 (43.6M� +34.5M�) 0
1.0⇥104 1.0 0.25 0 0

0.7⇥104 1.0 0.05 0 0

et al. 2008 remnant-formation prescription), which is why
the former is preferred in this study.

The birth kicks of the remnants are assigned based
on their type, mass and the amount of material fallback,
as derived from the above prescriptions. The NSs pro-
duced from core-collapse supernovae are given large kicks
of ⇡ 265 km s�1, as inferred from observations of radio pul-
sars in the Galactic field (Hansen & Phinney 1997; Hobbs
et al. 2005). The BHs formed without or partial fallback are
then assigned diminished kicks based on their final masses,
that are scaled from the above NS kick assuming linear mo-
mentum conservation. For pre-supernova CO core mass of

MCO = 7.6M�, the fallback is taken to become complete based
on the studies by Fryer (1999); Fryer & Kalogera (2001) 6;
the entire (pre-supernova) star is assumed to collapse di-
rectly into a BH for MCO � 7.6M� when zero natal kick is
assigned. NSs are also allowed to form via Electron Capture
Supernovae (ECS; Podsiadlowski et al. 2004) as in Belczyn-
ski et al. (2008), which are of ⇡ 1.26M� and are as well as-
signed zero natal kick. For the model clusters considered in
this study (with masses Mcl(0) 5⇥104M�; see Table 1), only

6 In the present prescription, the fallback fraction grows linearly
between 5M�  MCO  7.6M�.
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